This manuscript represents the perspective of the Dissolution Analytical Working Group of the IQ Consortium. The intent of this manuscript is to highlight the challenges of, and to provide a recommendation on, the development of clinically relevant dissolution specifications (CRS) for immediate release (IR) solid oral dosage forms. A roadmap toward the development of CRS for IR products containing active ingredients with a non-narrow therapeutic window is discussed, within the context of mechanistic dissolution understanding, supported by in-human pharmacokinetic (PK) data. Two case studies present potential outcomes of following the CRS roadmap and setting dissolution specifications. These cases reveal some benefits and challenges of pursuing CRS with additional PK data, in light of current regulatory positions, including that of the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA), who generally favor this approach, but with the understanding that both industry and regulatory agency perspectives are still evolving in this relatively new field. The CRS roadmap discussed in this manuscript also describes a way to develop clinically relevant dissolution specifications based primarily on dissolution data for batches used in pivotal clinical studies, acknowledging that not all IR product development efforts need to be supported by additional PK studies, albeit with the associated risk of potentially unnecessarily tight manufacturing controls. Recommendations are provided on what stages during the life cycle investment into in vivo studies may be valuable. Finally, the opportunities for CRS within the context of post-approval changes, Modeling and Simulation (M&S), and the application of biowaivers, are briefly discussed.
PURPOSE
The purpose of this paper is to describe a roadmap for the development and leverage of clinically relevant dissolution specifications (CRS) for immediate release oral solid dosage forms of non-narrow therapeutic window drugs. There are three objectives for presenting this roadmap: (1) to describe multiple approaches for establishing clinical relevance for dissolution methodology, (2) to outline how to leverage clinically relevant dissolution methodology and specifications for the confirmation of the final drug product quality, and (3) to suggest recommendations on supporting scale-up and post-approval changes using the established CRS.
Historically, dissolution specifications have been set by controlling the formulation and process within precedented conditions, and setting the method conditions and acceptance criteria (=specification) according to current guidance (1) .
While this approach is still acceptable, recent advancements in technology and modeling and simulation significantly contribute to enhanced product understanding. Nevertheless, this enhanced product knowledge has historically been underutilized in setting specifications for product approval and in support of post-approval changes. Through this approach, the dissolution specification should not only confirm adequate process control but also imply consistent in vivo performance with respect to efficacy and safety.
In order to address this gap, we propose a roadmap as described in this article.
BACKGROUND
Since the publication of Janet Woodcock's final report on pharmaceutical quality for the twenty-first century in 2004 (2) , pharmaceutical companies have embraced Quality by Design (QbD) concepts in drug development. Guidance and expectations are given in regulatory documents including ICH Q8, Q9, and Q10 (3) (4) (5) . In addition, several published articles, conference talks, and podium discussions are available that discuss this concept at length (6) (7) (8) . QbD is a prospective approach that provides assurance of robust manufacture of reliable product quality for patients.
Patients, health care providers, and payers expect medicines to demonstrate consistent product performance, i.e., safety, quality, and efficacy. A product's critical quality attributes (CQAs), which are understood during product development, ultimately delineate the boundaries of the product control strategy in a registration market application. A product control strategy under an enhanced (QbD) approach is represented by the functional relationship between CQAs and the critical process parameters and critical material attributes described in the drug substance (also referred to as active pharmaceutical ingredient) and drug product manufacturing processes. Drug substance and drug product specifications provide confirmation of appropriate process control and consistent product quality. However, a product control strategy may not assure consistent safety and efficacy unless drug product specifications are clinically relevant.
Clinical relevance requires establishing in vitro acceptance criteria for dissolution that control against changes in product attributes that could influence in vivo performance as part of the control strategy. This relationship is most simply built by alignment of acceptance criteria against testing results obtained on materials used in pivotal safety and efficacy clinical trials. For several solid oral dosage forms, in vitro dissolution or drug release criteria provide a connection to, and serve as a predictor of, in vivo performance. However, this empirical relationship may be imprecise depending on, e.g., the Biopharmaceutics Classification System (BCS) classification of the drug. Recent communications from a regulatory perspective have questioned the clinical relevance of these specifications, and the topic has been the subject of several publications and presentations from both regulatory agencies and industry (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) .
In vitro dissolution testing is used throughout drug product development to guide formulation process development and to control product quality. The goal of the dissolution evaluation is to probe the in vitro rate and extent of drug solubilization to inform selection of formulation candidates or the impact of process conditions on potential in vivo performance. At earlier stages of product development, dissolution experiments under biorelevant conditions are often applied to rank order formulations for further development or to evaluate if formulation and process variations could lead to differences in bioperformance. The hypothesis at this stage of product development is that in vitro differences will be reflective of in vivo performance. This assumption is continuously tested throughout drug development as more data are generated that allow for refinement of the dissolution method. However, the link between dissolution and in vivo performance is often still theoretic or derived from data from a limited number of batches used in clinical studies. It is often difficult to assess whether an observed in dissolution profile will have a significant impact in vivo. For IR drug products containing highly soluble drug substances, a single-point dissolution acceptance criterion for suitably complete release within 60 min is typically expected. IR tablets formulated with poorly soluble active pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs) however often require the addition of surfactants to achieve complete release within 60 min which may not be reflective of the intraluminal conditions the drug will experience with oral dosing. In both instances (highly and poorly soluble drugs), a globally acceptable dissolution method will likely be capable to detect significant process or formulation changes but may not be able to correlate these with potential bioperformance changes.
To enhance the understanding of the relevance of dissolution acceptance criteria to in vivo performance of a drug product, additional investigational work may sometimes be needed. For example, identifying which steps in the manufacturing process are expected to have the most significant impact on the in vivo release rate of the drug product may be essential in developing an appropriate in vitro dissolution method to guide drug product development. The actual capability of such a method to distinguish between batches that meet the desired in vivo performance needs in vivo investigation to determine what dissolution changes are significant.
In the past, both industry and regulators acknowledged that dissolution product quality Bsameness^can be demonstrated by showing similarity factor f 2 > 50 (SUPAC) (16, 17) , but neither sameness nor nonsameness may not be clinically relevant, unless the dissolution test is clinically relevant. Thus, using statistical tools (e.g., f 2 ) to evaluate sameness of product dissolution made before and after process and/or formulation changes may only be meaningful if the method(s) used to monitor the impact of these changes in vitro is appropriate to detect relevant changes of in vivo exposure. This is a key driver for developing clinically relevant dissolution tests.
For IR products formulated with a highly soluble drug substance (Biopharmaceutical Classification System 1 and 3 compounds), a criterion of ≥85% dissolved in 30 or 15 min, respectively, is proposed to be acceptable to demonstrate bioequivalence as suggested by the recent draft FDA dissolution guidance (18) . For other immediate release solid oral products, the in vivo relevance of dissolution changes can be addressed by studying the PK behavior of product made under different compositional or process conditions, so-called formulation or process variants, and developing dissolution methods that are sensitive to changes that are significant. If a PK response is seen for the different product variants, ideally the next step is to link the dissolution data and the observed PK response. This may be achieved either with an in vitro/in vivo correlation (IVIVC) that may be established with traditional deconvolution/convolution approaches or a physiologically based oral absorption/pharmacokinetic model (referred to as oral absorption/PBPK models for the rest of this document). This manuscript describes science-based approaches for establishing clinically relevant specifications for immediate release products with a non-narrow therapeutic window. Some current industry practices for these approaches are presented and discussed within the context of regulatory opinions expressed either during product application reviews or in public meetings, publications, etc.
Linking in vitro and in vivo (PK) data with formulation and process variants to establish dissolution method specifications and to demonstrate that a product will retain its desired bioperformance after formulation or process changes may present practical challenges in some cases. For instance, drug product developers may find themselves in situations wherein performing a standalone study to explore the impact of process variants on in vivo performance may be difficult or even unethical. Examples include highly potent compounds that cannot be dosed to healthy volunteers, such as many small molecule oncology drugs, and controlled substances. In addition, for some drug products such as those of orphan drugs or accelerated development programs, the investment in making multiple product variants and performing several relative bioavailability studies to support CRS may not be practical. In these situations, alternative approaches to ensure that the proposed dissolution method and specification can assure suitable in vivo performance will be needed, and may rely more heavily on in silico models (typically physiologically based pharmacokinetic models) as well as the traditional use of dissolution data from materials used during safety and efficacy studies performed in the clinical program. It is also worth noting that there may be opportunities for understanding formulation behavior (and thus refine dissolution methods) by leveraging data from other clinical studies that are conducted during drug development where different formulation presentations may be employed. For example, it is not uncommon that first-in-human (FIH) studies are conducted with a formulation that differs from the formulation which will be developed for further clinical development. To determine the most appropriate formulation and to support the commercial product, different formulation variants may be tested in relative bioavailability studies which may not be dedicated IVIVC studies (19) .
CLINICALLY RELEVANT SPECIFICATION ROADMAP
BClinically relevant dissolution specification^implies that the in vitro dissolution method confirms acceptable in vivo performance of the product. A biorelevant dissolution method, which by a definition suggested by the FIP is performed in aqueous media resembling the intraluminal environment the drug product passes through during administration, can also be clinically relevant. In contrast, a clinically relevant dissolution method can be performed in Bnon-biorelevant^dissolution media as long as the method and acceptance criteria are capable of confirming or predicting in vivo performance of the drug (20) (21) (22) . Every drug product manufacturing process is subject to variability, and it is expected that a clinically relevant dissolution method is capable of discriminating if these variations have, or do not have, an impact on product in vivo performance. The sources of this variability may stem from differences in raw materials, including the drug substance and excipients, differences in processing conditions, and even changes in the day-to-day environmental conditions. Within the context of thorough product development, such variability can be evaluated for significance.
It can be challenging to judge if this variability has an impact on product bioperformance by solely relying on a dissolution method and acceptance criteria without establishing an understanding of the in vivo (in-human) relevance of the method, or, alternatively, without establishing tight acceptance criteria to assure similarity. Therefore, understanding the link of dissolution performance to pharmacokinetic performance can be a key factor in developing product understanding and can play a major part of the development strategy and product life cycle management.
The approaches described below on how to establish clinically relevant dissolution specifications for immediate release solid oral dosage forms are based on the interpretation of meeting materials and publications issued by scientists working for regulatory agencies and in the pharmaceutical industry (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) .
During development, drug products should be designed with the patient in mind, wherein the Target Product Profile (TPP) delineates attributes of the product to be delivered to meet patient safety, efficacy, quality, and suitability for administration. The Quality Target Product Profile (QTPP) identifies the specific product Critical Quality Attributes (CQAs) required to deliver the desired TPP. How to achieve these quality characteristics is evaluated during formulation and process development. Aspects that may significantly impact in vivo performance are often assessed by in vitro dissolution. Therefore, developing an enhanced understanding of the dissolution mechanism and how formulation and process variables influence dissolution is fundamental for developing clinically relevant criteria.
The role of dissolution testing, and the test employed, may change during development of the product. Early in development, a variety of explorative approaches (i.e., dissolution in biorelevant media (23) , multi-stage dissolution (24, 25) , biphasic/multicompartmental (gastro-intestinal models) (26) , dissolution in non-sink conditions, etc.) or dissolution in multi-pH media can be used to evaluate the possible impact of formulation and process factors on the in vivo performance of the dosage form. In early development, data from these methods along with other physicochemical information, such as permeability, can be combined with physiologically based oral absorption/pharmacokinetic modeling to predict formulation performance in anticipation of clinical studies. These models can be further refined as more data become available. Application of such models can significantly enhance formulation and process development and the assessment of biopharmaceutics risk factors. The use of this type of physiologically based pharmacokinetic (PBPK) model has been a subject of several recent publications (27, 28) .
Understanding the dissolution mechanism of a drug product and identifying which aspects of the formulation and manufacturing process have the most significant impact on the in vitro release rate are critical in developing a dissolution method. Figure 1 illustrates the mechanistic steps involved when a typical solid oral dosage form dissolves. The dissolution process can be divided into three steps: tablet erosion/disintegration into granule particles, granule disintegration into primary drug particles, and API dissolution. Potential CQAs, potential Critical Process Parameters (CPPs), and potential Critical Material Attributes (CMAs) are listed for each of the three mechanistic steps. These are typically the focus of evaluation in development, and build the foundation of enhanced product understanding.
In early drug product development, where different formulations and processes are considered, changes in both composition and process can impact each of these dissolution events differently. For a given formulation and manufacturing process, compositional and process variants may affect one of these dissolution steps more strongly than the others. Experimentation such as disintegration, intrinsic API dissolution, and granule dissolution can help in understanding the relative contribution of each step to the overall dissolution rate.
If the rates of the mechanistic steps shown in Fig. 1 are very different, then the slowest step determines the overall dissolution rate. In this case, the effect of variations in formulation and process factors likely to impact this slowest dissolution step should be most closely evaluated. CPPs and CMAs can be identified through this process.
As part of selecting the QC dissolution method for the product, one is often faced with the challenge of valuing and evaluating the discriminating power of the method. In order to address this challenge, one can perhaps study the impact of the aforementioned CPPs and/or CMAs in clinical studies, or one When performing these development activities, the BCS classification system can aid in estimating if process/formulation variations and changes in product dissolution are likely to have an impact on in vivo performance (29) . The recent draft FDA dissolution guidance (18) suggests that immediate release solid oral dosage forms comprising highly soluble compounds, which achieve ≥85% dissolved in 500 mL of 0.01 N HCl with gentle agitation in either 30 min (BCS class 1) or 15 min (BCS class 3), provide assurance that they will deliver similar bioperformance. In other words, a Q of 80% (i.e., ≥85% dissolved) in 15 min (BCS class 3) or 30 min (BCS class 1) should be considered clinically relevant.
In all other cases, such as BCS classes 2 and 4 or BCS classes 1 and 3 that do not meet the aforementioned dissolution criteria, applying the f 2 similarity factor vs. lots used in pivotal clinical studies can be a useful baseline, although likely conservative, approach to mitigate biopharmaceutical risk if the method is appropriately discriminating.
To extend understanding, IVIVC/Rs and/or oral absorption/PBPK models in conjunction with data from preclinical (animal) models can also be used to probe the impact of changes in the dissolution profile (e.g., resulting from formulation and process changes) on the PK profile. The results from these simulations can then be used to refine understanding of the biopharmaceutical risk. It is also worth emphasizing that this biopharmaceutical risk evaluation is continuously facilitated by generated clinical data that allow for further evaluation of the in vivo relevance of the dissolution method and appropriate refinements as needed. Typically, a sponsor's strategy to understand and control biopharmaceutical risk can be described by two general approaches, as depicted in Fig. 2 . These approaches are described in more detail below.
Approach 1. The sponsor may determine that little additional PK evaluation may be needed, as processing and compositional controls are available to mitigate against any significant biopharmaceutical risk. In this case, in vivo studies using formulation variants would not be performed and manufacturing would continue within established ranges/parameters. For drug products comprising BCS classes 1 and 3 that exhibit rapid or very rapid dissolution (i.e., ≥ 85% dissolved in 30 or 15 min, respectively), the dissolution criteria could be set accordingly. For other drug products, the dissolution method and specification criteria would be established to prevent significant variations vs. batches used in pivotal clinical trials and registration stability batches. As these batches would have been made under conditions that are representative of the final commercial product manufacturing process and the clinical batches would have been used to demonstrate clinical safety and efficacy, the dissolution specification would be derived from these batches and thus assure in vitro performance.
Additionally, if the dissolution specification and method are established with no additional PK studies of formulation variants, this may add further challenges for scale-up and post-approval changes; depending on the level of the change, these changes often require f 2 dissolution similarity (either in the QC method or in multi-pH media, and water) or, if those requirements are not met, require a bioequivalency study. Approach 1 may be at risk of generating specification criteria that are conservative, such that lots that fail the specification may not in fact have unacceptable PK performance. Thus, justification of potentially Bwider^specifications based on enhanced in vivo product understanding as explained below may be more desirable.
Approach 2. In this scenario, the sponsor may utilize additional bioavailability evaluation in order to further explore the impact of formulation and/or process variability and dissolution differences on PK performance. For the PK study, ideally, formulation or process variants are chosen to provide a range of dissolution responses to support a deeper product understanding and wider manufacturing conditions. The outcome of these PK studies can yield information meeting the following four scenarios: IVIVC Level A, IVIVC a Sponsor may reevaluate as more data become available and change which approach is most appropriate b When pursuing Approach 2, aspects such as analytical method variability and manufacturing process history will also be taken into account when selecting the final specification within the established window of acceptable clinical performance.
Fig. 2. Decision tree to develop clinically relevant specifications
Level C, clinically established Bsafe space,^and establishment of an in silico IVIVe.
1. An IVIVC Level A can be established if the dissolution method is predictive of in vivo PK performance. In this case, the method can be used to justify acceptance criteria and manufacturing conditions based on target PK parameters. An IVIVC Level A supersedes the f 2 similarity requirements and is acceptable from a regulatory perspective when applying for a biowaiver to support scale-up and post-approval changes. 2. An IVIVC Level C is established where only one or several PK parameters correlate with one or multiple dissolution time points. Therefore, the dissolution might not be predictive of the entire PK profile. For immediate release products, setting a dissolution specification for the QC method may be based on the lower range of the IVIVC model (10% change in PK parameters relative to the target). 3. A clinically established Bsafe space^for dissolution can be established when formulation/process variants demonstrate acceptable PK performance, but the dissolution method can discriminate those variants. A dissolution specification for the QC method can be justified based on the limits of the release profiles used in the PK studies. 4. In silico IVIVe (in vitro/in vivo extrapolation)-in this scenario, the link between the in vitro dissolution and the observed pharmacokinetic response is established via the use of a physiologically based absorption/ pharmacokinetic model, and the model is used to identify dissolution profiles that are projected to ensure the desired clinical performance.
There are limited examples of Level A IVIVCs for IR products reported in the literature, and any level of IVIVC may not be expected for BCS 1/3 drugs or BCS 4 drugs with very low permeability as the dissolution rate in these cases is not the rate-limiting step to absorption. On the other hand, establishing an IVIVC Level C or a clinically established safe space may be realized for most drug products.
It should be noted that once the window of acceptable dissolution performance from a clinical perspective has been established under approach 2, other aspects of quality evaluation such as complete release, analytical and manufacturing process variability, and batch experience should also be taken into account when setting the final specification criteria within this range; in particular, it is desirable to avoid specifications set too tightly within the window of acceptable clinical performance that could result in the failure of clinically acceptable batches. A detailed discussion of the broader aspects of specification setting is beyond the scope of this manuscript; however, its impact is highlighted in the examples below.
In addition to setting clinically relevant dissolution specifications for finished product release as described above, similar concepts can be applied to setting acceptance criteria for formulation/material attributes. For example, the drug substance particle size distribution (PSD) often has an impact on drug product dissolution (Fig. 1) . According to approach 1, understanding dissolution profiles of drug product made with API batches covering the expected PSD range of pivotal clinical batches would establish a way to ensure consistent product performance. Limits could be applied to the PSD range to ensure that significant changes in dissolution rate are not observed supported by in vitro dissolution testing with an appropriately discriminating method. Alternatively, following the logic presented in approach 2, drug product variants made with API batches covering the projected commercial API PSD range could be studied in vivo and compared to the PK performance of pivotal clinical studies. In either case, the PSD ranges can be justified; the in vitro dissolution method can be correlated with PSD and clinical data, and hence provide for clinically relevant specifications.
This specification setting strategy can be applied to other CMAs such as granule particle size, surface area, and lubricant levels, or drug substance properties such as API form changes and API disproportionation, or direct tablet properties such as hardness and porosity. Ultimately, this approach, which is based on sound product and process understanding, might lead developers to set specifications based on well-understood underlying CQAs, as opposed to depending on dissolution testing.
As mentioned above, during initial formulation and process evaluation and selection, dissolution may be conducted with a range of methods including non-traditional and traditional QC methods. Data from both types of methods can then be used to explore whether a direct linkage between dissolution and PK performance can be achieved (approach 2). With this information in hand, one can justify selection of appropriately discriminating method conditions (i.e., surfactant levels, pH, agitation speeds) and acceptance criteria for a QC method. If the QC method shows similar clinical relevance compared to the more complex method, then only the QC method would be used for product release and to justify formulation and process changes. On the other hand, the QC method, which from a company's perspective should be globally acceptable, may not be capable to demonstrate acceptable PK performance of extreme process and formulation variants. In this case, the QC method conditions and acceptance criteria are set to assure adequate product quality control for products made under standard/routine manufacturing conditions. In addition, a sponsor may use the second, more complex dissolution specification that is indicative of acceptable clinical performance to support product quality investigations or specific post-approval changes. The reason for not using the complex dissolution method for routine product release could be based on lack of method robustness or concerns of global regulatory acceptance when using non-traditional, perhaps novel technology.
It is worth noting that while the discussion above focuses on responding to the outcome of the clinical studies, another important aspect of the CRS roadmap is to foster improved clinical study design to achieve this desired outcome. In particular, dissolution data, along with oral absorption/PBPK modeling, guide the rational design of PK studies to establish a likely safe zone or IVIVCs for the critical formulation/ process parameters. Following the completion of a PK study to link in vitro and in vivo performance, any previously established model(s) can be used (or further refined) to mechanistically understand the output by identifying the key contributing factors for absorption, and characterizing the interplay between formulation performance and physiological factors. The utility of this approach to establish CRS is briefly discussed later in this manuscript.
As more data become available, the sponsor may decide to change the approach as deemed necessary. For example, if the sponsor originally embarked on approach 1 but found that the appropriate control of one of the critical parameters could not be guaranteed in a commercial setting, the sponsor may elect to run additional PK studies to support the required range (approach 2). Similarly, if the sponsor originally embarked on a plan to develop an IVIVC but later assessed that the bioperformance risks are manageable through reasonably tight process controls, the sponsor might elect instead to accept the traditional approach of setting specifications according to approach 1. Either of these should be considered acceptable.
CASE STUDIES
Two case studies are presented demonstrating outcomes 2b and 2c as described in Fig. 2 . In case study 1, a multiple Level C IVIVC was established. This relationship was used to support a clinically relevant specification and in-process control on tablet hardness. For case study 2, a pharmacokinetic safe space was established. This study also highlights the challenges of applying this approach currently in a global environment.
Case Study 1: Utilization of Dissolution Mechanism Understanding and Multiple Level C IVIVC to Inform Clinically Relevant Specifications for Suvorexant Solid Dispersion Tablets (30)
Suvorexant is an orexin receptor antagonist approved for the treatment of insomnia in the USA (Belsomra™). The active ingredient is a BCS class 2 compound formulated as an amorphous solid dispersion to enhance its inherently low crystalline solubility. Following the principles outlined under the CRS roadmap, during formulation development increased emphasis was placed on understanding the dissolution mechanism. Suvorexant tablets are manufactured via direct compression of a milled solid dispersion intermediate mixed with excipients. Therefore, the dissolution can be described as a two-step process: tablet erosion or disintegration followed by dissolution of the amorphous intermediate particles.
During formulation development and scale-up, tablet erosion, and not API/solid dispersion intermediate dissolution, was demonstrated to be the rate-limiting step for overall dissolution of the dosage form. The CMA-controlling tablet erosion for the suvorexant formulation was found to be tablet solid fraction, which can be modulated by changes in tablet hardness and moisture.
Following the CRS decision tree (Fig. 2) , a relative bioavailability study with four batches of tablets with varying hardness was executed to probe the impact of tablet erosion on in vivo performance. Tablet hardness was selected to bracket the dissolution of phase 3 supplies and to also result in sufficient dissolution difference 1 between batches to enable development of correlations between dissolution and PK. Given that Level A IVIVCs are generally considered challenging for IR products, at the time of study execution the primary goal was the development of a multiple Level C IVIVC (outcome 2b in the CRS roadmap).
The study outcome and the development of the multiple Level C IVIVC have been detailed in a previous publication (30) . While tablet hardness did not impact the extent of absorption (AUC), modest differences in the rate of absorption (C max ) were observed. Figure 3 shows the target dissolution profile along with two sets of boundaries, those set according to the f 2 test and those set via the IVIVC. The target commercial manufacturing dissolution profile (black line) was based on the dissolution behavior observed with the phase 3 formulation. The f 2 bounds (+/− 10%) around that profile, which are typically used to assess dissolution similarity for post-approval changes, are represented by the dashed lines. The magenta lines represent the estimated bounds from the IVIVC model that would ensure bioequivalence as defined by changes in C max within ±10% relative to the target dissolution. It is apparent that applying strict f 2 criteria, implying a dissolution specification of approximately Q = 80% in 20 min (i.e., ≥85% dissolved in 20 min), is too conservative and not reflective of the in vivo performance of the formulation. The understanding of the dissolution vs. C max response led to clinically relevant dissolution bounds outside the f 2 range, while still ensuring consistent bioperformance of future batches.
Furthermore, as a link between formulation properties and dissolution is established, the IVIVC can be further utilized to inform manufacturing conditions/in-process controls. For the case of suvorexant tablets, the dissolution data were correlated to tablet tensile strength across potencies as described before (Fig.  4) . This relationship was used to set an upper limit on tablet tensile strength and, through that parameter, tablet hardness. Tablet friability was used to set the lower limit. In this manner, this 1 If f 2 was chosen to guide product development and to assess potential future risk with post-approval changes, one should consider selecting process variants that would fail the f 2 > 50 requirement so that those post-approval changes could be potentially justified provided acceptable bioperformance is demonstrated. approach can contribute to the development of an effective control strategy where end-product testing (i.e., dissolution testing) serves as a final confirmation of the quality and required quality is built in at a more fundamental, and earlier, level. In addition to informing the bioequivalent dissolution space for the dissolution specification (and subsequently hardness limits) for the suvorexant tablets, the IVIVC developed was also applied to project bioequivalence (BE) for different strength tablets (dose/weight multiples). Given the erosion mechanism, lower strengths (i.e., smaller tablets) dissolve faster, such that dissolution comparisons did not meet the f 2 criterion. Given that multiple strengths were considered at that time of development, demonstrating interchangeability for weight multiple tablets was desired for specific markets. To assess the bioequivalence for 2 × 20 mg vs. 1 × 40 mg and 2 × 15 mg vs. 1 × 30 mg tablets, the IVIVC model was applied. Based on the 20-min dissolution time point, the maximal differences projected between 2 × 15 mg and 1 × 30 mg tablets was 9.5% on C max (projected differences for 2 × 20 mg vs. 1 × 40 mg were smaller). The IVIVC projections were utilized internally to design and power a bioequivalence study to compare weight multiple formulations. As shown in Table I , bioequivalence criteria were met for both comparisons attempted (both AUC and C max ) in line with the predictions of the IVIVC Level C model. The successful prediction of bioequivalence for these tablets can be also considered an external validation of the IVIVC model.
In summary, the establishment of a multiple Level C IVIVC for this product enabled a better understanding of the clinical (in this case pharmacokinetic) impact of process changes and dissolution. This increased product understanding is at the heart of a QbD strategy. The data from the IVIVC can be used to establish clinically relevant specifications and adequate in-process controls.
Case Study 2: Developing Clinically Relevant Specification for a BCS Class 4 Immediate Release Product-Establishing a Pharmacokinetic BSafe SpaceT
he second case study presented describes the development of a clinically relevant dissolution test and acceptance criterion for a BCS class 4 compound, formulated as an immediate release tablet. While the first case study resulted in an IVIVC, this example discusses the demonstration of a pharmacokinetic safe space to define the acceptable performance bounds of formulation changes.
Compound X is a BCS class 4 compound with poor solubility (<10 μg/mL) in buffers within the physiological pH range. However, the compound demonstrates solubility of 0.5 mg/mL in human intestinal fluid. The physicochemical properties of compound X are summarized in Table II. The first step in establishing a clinically relevant dissolution test for compound X was to identify the most relevant risks to in vivo dissolution. The product is manufactured by a standard wet granulation process, and the formulation includes a superdisintegrant to facilitate rapid disintegration and dissolution. As API particle size and crystalline form had already been fixed in an area of low risk, Quality Risk Assessment (QRA) had identified granulation parameters and disintegration time (e.g., due to a change in the performance of the binder or superdisintegrant) as the highest risks. Process and formulation variants were then produced which investigated ranges for these risks, as described in Table III . The critical mechanisms of overgranulation and over-compression were combined to create larger changes in dissolution performance. Dissolution tests were conducted to assess the potential impact of these highest risk failure mechanisms. The poor aqueous solubility of compound X meant that aqueous buffers at physiologically relevant pHs were unsuitable for use as dissolution media, as less than 10% of the dose would dissolve in a 900-mL volume. Surfactant-containing media were therefore investigated. Tablet performance was also assessed in Fasted State Simulated Intestinal Fluid (FaSSIF), as a known biorelevant medium, for comparison. The process and formulation variants showed slower dissolution in all of the media assessed (Fig. 5) ; different degrees of discrimination were observed, but the rank order of profiles was the same.
The next step was to determine the in vivo impact of the in vitro differences observed. As compound X is characterized as BCS class 4, a clinical relative bioavailability study was conducted to evaluate the in vivo impact of the dissolution differences. A study was performed (in healthy volunteers), comparing exposures from the tablet variants to the standard clinical tablet, as well as an oral solution.
All of the tablet variants were found to be bioequivalent to the standard tablet (Table IV) . Figure 6 shows the geometric mean pharmacokinetic profiles obtained. Although the profiles appear to show some differentiation, examination of individual PK data demonstrated that there was no consistent rank order for the tablet variants vs. the standard tablet between individual subjects in the study. The oral solution showed a slightly higher C max than the tablets.
These data were then used in conjunction with the discriminating dissolution methods to allow a specification to be set that assures in vivo performance. The clinical study had established a range of in vitro dissolution profiles within which bioequivalence was assured, enabling a safe space for dissolution performance to be defined (9) . The study had shown that the in vitro dissolution methods in Fig. 5 all discriminate for changes in in vitro performance which do not impact in vivo performance, so any of the dissolution methods would be suitable for use as a clinically relevant QC method using the safe space approach. A release profile anywhere within the identified region of bioequivalence in any one of these tests would be suitable to assure clinical quality. In this instance, the project team selected one of the surfactant-based media with a similar degree of discrimination to FaSSIF as a QC release test. Preliminary discussions with FDA regarding appropriate discriminating power indicated a preference for a method with more discrimination for the initial rate phase than was seen with surfactant 1.
The clinically relevant dissolution method and specification were used during subsequent product and process development to assess the impact of lower risk variables that had not been evaluated in the clinical study. The clinically relevant dissolution test and specification are therefore an integral part of the wider control strategy, ensuring that every tablet produced during commercial manufacture will be bioequivalent to those dosed in the pivotal safety and efficacy studies.
At the time of filing the marketing applications, a dissolution specification of Q = 70% (i.e., ≥75% dissolved) at 45 min was proposed. This was accepted by all agencies except US FDA, who requested a Q = 80% (i.e., ≥85% dissolved) specification, to provide assurance of complete release. Following discussion with the Agency, a two-point specification of Q = 70% at 45 min and Q = 80% at 60 min was agreed; the sponsor stated their intention to review the need for a two-point specification when a significant body of commercial batch data was available.
pt?>As more experience of variability during routine commercial manufacture was gained, statistical modeling of manufacturing process performance identified a risk that clinically acceptable batches from within the defined safe space for compound X could potentially fail specification. This was a particular risk for the Q = 80% in 60 min US specification, which was set relatively tight for such a highly discriminating in vitro test. Based on these data, further dialog was sought with FDA, and the US specification was successfully re-negotiated to Q = 75% at 60 min, significantly reducing the risk of failing clinically acceptable batches. This highlights a key value of a clinically relevant dissolution test and associated pharmacokinetic safe space, as developed for compound X. This also highlights the importance of considering the constraints of a commercial manufacturing environment in setting the final specification. During the development of the above referenced IR tablet, two clinically relevant dissolution methods were identified as potentially being suitable for routine batch release of this product. One method, using a pH 1.2 aqueous buffer, only discriminated for the most slowly dissolving tablet variant. The second method used a medium containing 0.5% surfactant and was able to discriminate between all of the variants dosed in the study, similar in discriminatory power to the biorelevant FaSSIF medium. In the marketing applications, the sponsor proposed the surfactant method with an associated single-point specification. Differing feedback was obtained from regulatory authorities globally on the suitability of the method and the proposed specification; this has been described by Timko et al. (31) . In brief, US FDA agreed that the surfactant method was suitable for use as a pharmaceutical development tool, but noted that it could be overly sensitive for changes in product performance that had no impact clinically. FDA requested that the pH 1.2 method be used for batch release, as this was considered to be more biorelevant, while other regulatory authorities, including EMA and Health Canada, accepted the originally proposed surfactant-based method.
Both methods and acceptance criteria can be considered clinically relevant, as they would pass clinically acceptable batches and fail batches with unacceptable bioperformance. This example highlights that there can be differing QC dissolution testing strategies based on country-specific regulatory expectations. In this case, the divergence in regulatory expectations have resulted in a more complex global supply chain, with different QC dissolution tests and specifications used to release batches in different regions. Taken together, this example and the case study described above illustrate that this is an evolving area of regulatory and pharmaceutical science, which warrants further investigation and discussion.
SELECTION OF APPROPRIATE TOOLS FOR ESTABLISHING CRS
The CRS principles outlined in this manuscript are in line with the FDA's dissolution guidance from 1997 for IR products and the recently proposed Biopharmaceutics Risk Assessment Roadmap (BioRAM) which calls for the use of preclinical tools and clinical studies to gradually develop the product understanding in order to maximize patient benefit. As discussed in the corresponding BioRAM manuscript (32) , generalized delivery scenarios can be assigned to help identify a drug product's critical performance attributes. The same concepts could be applied to selecting the appropriate tools for generation of a clinically relevant dissolution specification. For example, for MR products, it is generally accepted that the entire time course of the plasma concentration profile is important in the majority of cases; thus, as reflected in current regulatory guidances, Level A IVIVCs are preferred. In contrast, for IR products where efficacy/safety is typically linked to a summary pharmacokinetic parameter (e.g., AUC, C max , C trough ), Level C IVIVCs (ideally multiple Level C IVIVCs) may be adequate to ensure product performance. The individual drug efficacy/safety characteristics and established margins would need to be taken into account. For certain products and indications, one may be just looking for a change in C max with little effect of formulation variants on AUC. If C max is important for efficacy (e.g., an analgesic drug), CRS should focus on characterizing that relationship to formulation parameters. On the other hand, if the drug is used for an indication where AUC or C trough is important (e.g., anti-viral), the safe space concept applied to AUC may be the best surrogate to establish a product specification.
In recent years, utilization of physiologically based oral absorption/pharmacokinetic models related to biopharmaceutics and formulation performance has been significantly increasing within the industry. Several publications both from industry and from regulatory agencies have highlighted the potential use of such models, understanding formulation critical attributes and dissolution performance. For example, Zhang et al. demonstrated how oral absorption/PBPK modeling could be used to understand the in vivo performance of generic IR and XR carbamezepine formulations and identify the important characteristics in the release mechanisms that should be reflected in a dissolution test (33) . More recently, Mitra et al. described the use of models to assess the impact of dissolution differences observed between batches manufactured at different sites for etoricoxib (34) . The simulations showed that the dissolution differences (outside f 2 bounds) observed at pH 4.5 and 6.8 during multimedia testing were not clinically relevant, while the dissolution at pH 1.2 (f 2 > 50) would be a better predictor of clinical performance. Results from a bioequivalence study confirmed the outcome of the simulations. Finally, Pepin et al. recently published their experience with utilizing absorption/PBPK modeling to justify drug product dissolution and drug substance particle size specification for Zurampic® (lesinurad) IR tablets (35) . While a detailed review of the development and application of such physiologically based oral absorption/pharmacokinetic models is beyond the scope of this manuscript, the three examples highlighted demonstrate the potential utility of modeling in conjunction with the more traditional IVIVC approaches and the safe space concept discussed in the case studies to develop CRS.
EXECUTION OF CRS DURING CLINICAL DEVELOPMENT
The approaches the sponsor can take to demonstrate clinical relevance of the dissolution specification have been discussed broadly in presentations given by the FDA and industry. Furthermore, an aspirational goal would be to enable product release without end-product testing, insofar as process controls would guarantee product quality. To achieve this goal, deep product knowledge, including formulation components (excipients, API), process, and stability, is required, as well as the tools (methods) to probe whether formulation and process changes impact product quality or not.
Product formulation and process understanding is evolving throughout clinical development, offering a range of opportunities for establishing CRS during drug product development and post-market approval. Early in development, comprehensive studies of formulation prototypes prior to and during phase 1 are generally not performed, as the formulations used are usually exploratory, and these studies may not provide information that is pivotal to the final product. Nevertheless, in-human data generated this early in development may provide valuable bioperformance knowledge that may guide formulation platform selection and better understanding of API attributes.
When compounds are entering clinical phases 2 and 3, performing PK experiments with formulation variants as part of enhanced product understanding becomes more relevant. It is typically at this stage when the potential need to perform PK studies to support process operating ranges becomes clear. In addition, the designs of the actual clinical studies, with respect to the selection of which formulation/process variants to evaluate, are determined. This is an outcome of the ongoing risk assessments. At this stage of product development, a fundamental understanding of the ratelimiting step in the dissolution mechanism should be available. This allows fine tuning method conditions for traditional dissolution experiments, or it might, in fact, highlight the need to develop additional methodologies which correlate one or more formulation material attributes with the observed PK performance. Furthermore, at this stage, M&S may provide significant opportunity on its own or as supplement to PK experimentation to develop CRS.
During phase 3 development, the formulation and process is usually Blocked^which means that the materials to support pivotal clinical studies have been released and registration stability with material made at the appropriate scale may have already started. For most programs entering phase 3 clinical development, the dissolution method conditions used for clinical batch release, registration stability, and additional scale-up development are in place. However, acceptance criteria for the QC dissolution method 2 are usually finalized after all relevant stability and clinical batch data have been evaluated. Despite the advanced stage of the program, targeted PK studies with process and formulation variants could be conducted to further support clinically relevant specification setting. The scope of such studies may be narrower than the PK studies conducted earlier in development. In practice though, performing additional PK studies is often only pursued if risks cannot be mitigated without significant changes in formulation and/or process that could potentially question the relevance of the data from phase 3 clinical efficacy and safety studies. If the additional clinical PK studies support changes to the dissolution method and/or changes in the formulation/process conditions, this information could serve as additional justification of the proposed commercial control strategy.
CRS AND POST-APPROVAL CHANGES
Current discussions about CRS dissolution specifications focus heavily on product development, but the concept is equally applicable after product approval and for generic product development. As clinically relevant dissolution specifications are more likely to identify a potential bioperformance risk, this should be seen as an opportunity for regulators and industry to continue working together toward global harmonization on the use of CRS for post-approval changes. Specifically, this means that a clinically relevant dissolution specification should be acceptable to support post-approval changes.
Conceptually, the principles outlined in the extended release IVIVC guidance (36) could be applied to immediate release dosage forms and CRS in general. However, for most IR products, the development of a Level A IVIVC is highly unlikely even if extreme process and formulation variants were studied in vivo. Based on current regulatory guidances, only a Level A IVIVC would enable the use of the IVIVC predictive model for post-approval changes and biowaivers. The suvorexant example (case study 1 which follows approach 2b in the Fig. 2 CRS roadmap) , however, demonstrates that a multiple Level C IVIVC can also deliver an appropriate model to accurately predict the C max and AUC of a formulation based on dissolution performance. Therefore, depending on the drug product's safety and efficacy (PK/PD), a Level C IVIVC, potentially strengthened by oral absorption/PBPK modeling, should be suitable to appropriately predict bioequivalence for post-approval changes (e.g., SUPAC Level 2 formulation changes) and/or biowaivers. Even in cases of a demonstrated safe space (e.g., case study 2 which follows approach 2c), it should be feasible to apply the clinical experience for assessing SUPAC Level 1 and 2 formulation changes. In such a case, the clinically relevant dissolution method, rather than a traditional (non-CRS disso method) or multimedia dissolution profiles which both require meeting the f 2 ≥ 50 requirements and are currently mandated by SUPAC IR, should be used to evaluate if the changes have an impact on bioperformance.
For products developed and commercialized following approach 1 (Fig. 2) , the current SUPAC guidance seems appropriate. In this case, if the QRM has been performed rigorously, SUPAC formulation changes up to level 2 and process changes are unlikely to have an impact on bioperformance.
RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
Dissolution testing remains an important tool for product development and routine product release. Drug product dissolution comparisons, whether through the use of statistical approaches such as f 2 or based on IVIVC type studies, are key for evaluating if the product meets the desired bioperformance criteria, thus supporting process development and post-approval changes. The two case studies presented in this manuscript illustrate the potential to justify dissolution method conditions and acceptance criteria that are outside the current regulatory expectation. Given the aspiration to continuously improve the fundamental science that underpins the discriminating power of the dissolution method, as well as the goal of maximizing understanding of the manufacturing process, establishing clinically relevant dissolution specifications, based on process understanding coupled with PK data, appears to be a best practice.
The following recommendations reflect the current position of pharmaceutical companies represented by IQ on clinically relevant dissolution specification:
1. For drug products comprising BCS class 1 and 3 compounds that exhibit rapid or very rapid dissolution (i.e., ≥85% dissolved in 30 or 15 min, respectively, in all three media, pH 1.2, 4.5, and 6.8), this is considered a clinically relevant specification and should be sufficient to support scale-up and post-approval changes without the need to provide dissolution data in additional media for certain changes (e.g., water and pH 7.5) or demonstrating similarity of dissolution profiles for BCS 1 compounds as long as test and reference product dissolve rapidly. 2. For drug products comprising BCS classes 2 and 4, or BCS class 1 and 3 compounds that do not meet the criteria of rapid or very rapid dissolution, then the current guidance on dissolution specifications and post-approval changes should be followed (approach 1), unless: 3. The sponsor performed studies that evaluated formulation variants in vivo, in which case the specification should be set accordingly (approach 2). In addition, this same methodology and specification should be considered sufficient to support the dissolution aspects of scale-up and post-approval changes.
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